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Abstract—The paper presents the Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping, and implement a path-planning for the
movement of Omni-directional self-driving robots based on
the navigation stack. The virtual environment consists of
known static obstacles and unknown dynamic obstacles, the
mobile robot is required to achieve both local obstacleavoidance and follow the global path during the moving
process. All tasks have been performed on a four-wheeled
Omnidirectional robot with Jetson TX2 high-performance
processor for central processing tasks, an Astra depth
camera and a RPlidar sensor. The achieved results show the
efficiency, research direction of using Robot Operating
System for controlling and monitoring autonomous robots,
self-driving cars as well as developing intelligent robot
systems. 
Index Terms—Robot Operating System (ROS), GAZEBO,
RVIZ, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM),
omni robot, Nav_core, navigation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, Robotics is widely used in not only heavy
industries but also human life. Owing to the ability of
transportation, autonomous robots are utilized to take the
place of human workers in many manufactories where the
robots hoist and transfer the goods on production lines.
Therefore, autonomous robots are expected to be able to
take more flexible as well as perform more tasks required
by people. To achieve these tasks, the conventional wheel
is replaced by the Omni wheel that can move
simultaneously and independently in rotation and
movement in the flat surface. There are two types of
Omni robots that are usually used namely three-wheeled
directional Omni robot and four-wheeled directional
Omni robot. In this paper, the model of the four-wheeled
robot will be presented [1].
In recent years, the issues of cooperative motion
control of the Omni robot have significantly attracted the
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researchers [2] that leads to a dramatic increase in
computational issues and hardware abstractions are
inevitable due to the more complexity of tasks required
for robot applications. With the aim of addressing these
challenges, ROS (Robot operating system) is considered
as a software environment in robotics disseminated to
facilitate the projects’ robot [3]. The concept of ROS
goes far beyond just a framework. It is a Linux based
meta-operating system, which is responsible for
synchronizing the parts of the robot together, collecting
data to design localized maps. With powerful tools and
libraries integrated in ROS, users are able to conveniently
implement the project’s robot for obtaining, building,
writing, and running code across computers. Therefore, it
is used widely in designing control systems for many
kinds of objects like self-driving cars, autonomous robots
that had been shown in [4], [5].
Simultaneous localization and Mapping (SLAM)
algorithm may play an integral role in navigation for
robots and become an increasingly hot topic in robot
applications. This is a method allowing to create an
incremental
map
and
acknowledge
obstacles
surroundings in unknown environments in [6], [7], and
[8]. By gathering data of IMU or encoder through ROS
[9], the location of the robot could be estimated
successfully with no expensive sensor and the mobile
robot generates an incremental map of the environment.
Ros has integrated Gazebo and Rviz software to enable
simulation and monitoring of robot operation. They also
play essential tools for implementing the navigation
planner on the autonomous robot. The task of path
planning for a mobile robot is received considerable
attention from many researchers [10], [11]. Some studies
in this realm have been focused on dynamic obstacleavoidance under complicated circumstances, which
includes avoidance of both static and dynamic obstacles
[12].
Inspired by the aforementioned studies, the objective
of this paper focuses on implementing Slam to recognize
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the robots’ positions and environment conditions in
the unknown area as well as performs autonomous
navigation with the Omni mobile robot on the processor
Jetson TX2. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II proposes the Slam algorithm for the Omni
robot. After that, software architecture for robot control is
constructed based on ROS to implement a navigation
planner on the Omni robot in section III. The results in
the simulation and the practical environment are analyzed
in section IV. Finally, a conclusion is mentioned in
section V.
II.

SLAM FOR THE OMNI ROBOT

In the motion control design for a mobile robot, there
are more modern ways to perform effective movements
that require the optimization in the robot trajectory to
reach the goal, the obstacles avoidance, and the smooth
operation. In this case, simultaneously localization and
mapping is an outstanding method to overcome the
problem which is the information shortage about the
operating environment. Slam algorithms are used for the
robot when it performs the movement for the first time in
an unknown environment extracted based on data about
the surrounding generated from some sensors such as RP
lidar and depth camera. To achieve this target, Many
algorithms have been developed for the purpose of
extracting a map facilitating the accurate motion of the
robot Currently, Gmapping package is widespread use to
perform the Slam task either in indoor or outdoor
environments. The technique consists of building a map
of an environment and at the same time using this map to
deduce its location. When this process of gathering
information from environment through sensors and
generating a map is completed, the generated map can be
saved to use in the Navigation stack.
Therefore, to implement the Slam algorithm,
Gmapping stack is used to draw an incremental map for
Omni robot, see Fig. 1:

observations about the environment and its odometry
measurements. For measuring the distance between the
robot and unknown obstacles, the robot is equipped with
a laser scanner RPLidar that can achieve 360-degree to
take the relative locations between any individual
landmark and the robot.
The TF library was designed to provide standards to
keep track of coordinate frames and transform data within
the entire system. Thus, the technician utilizing individual
components is guaranteed that the desired data is in the
coordinate structure frame without requiring knowledge
of all the structures in the system.
The above figure depicts the SLAM task used for the
Omni robot. Overall, this diagram is organized into three
main parts: the robot part, the control part, and the SLAM
part. The first part includes the transformation between
the robot’s link, and the most significant is the
relationship between the robot’s base coordinate:
/Base_footprint, and the position of Rplidar: /Base_scan
which captured the environmental data. The control part
is designed to command the robot’s movement through
the keyboard: Omni_teleop. The final part plays a key
role in performing the SLAM task with Gmapping is the
center element. Additionally, the map_sever tool could be
used to save the generated map in both the image file and
the data file.
III.

DESIGN NAVIGATION SYSTEM

A. Robot Controller Design

Figure 2. The Four-wheeled Omnidirectional robot.

The Omni robot has four wheels which are 90 degrees
apart. Oxy represents the global coordinate axis, the
distance between wheels and the robot center was defined
by d . The robot movement would be identified for the
navigation stack. As the global coordinate chosen in Fig.
2, it is obvious that the velocity of the robot contains
three components: a linear velocity along Ox-axis and
Oy-axis an angular velocity
The robot’s coordinate vector is defined as

q  x
Figure 1. Scheme for Slam with the Omnidirectional robot.

The Omni robot navigates in the real environment, a
set of data is collected via sensors such as Astra camera
and RPLidar. The Gmapping package estimates the
position of the robot and builds the map given the robot’s
© 2020 Int. J. Mech. Eng. Rob. Res

y 

T

and the velocity of the robot in the

global coordinate could be obtained by taking the
derivative of q . To facilitate the robot controller design,
the relationship between the velocity in the robot’s axis
and the velocity in the world’s axis is described by the
kinematic model of the robot:
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From (1), we obtain the equations which would be
used to program the robot’s navigation in ROS:

 x  vx cos   v y sin 

 y  vx sin   v y cos 

  w

(2)

where vx , vy , and w are the velocity in the robot’s axis
and the velocities are the control signal generated from
the local planner in the following section. The robot
position is directly controlled by these signals which are
transformed into the desired signals for four wheels of the
robot. The transformation formula is described as below:
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With the reference value transformed from the local
planner, the velocity for each wheeled can be computed
to ensure the robot to track the desired value.
B. Navigation

Figure 3. The structure of the navigation stack.

Mapping, localization and path planning are crucial
navigation assignments for autonomous robots. In Ros,
the navigation stack provided the adequate nodes and
topics is powerful for a mobile robot to move from place
to place reliably. The navigation stack produces a safe
path for the robot to execute, by processing data from
odometry, sensors and environment map. In order to
navigate the Omni robot, the Gmapping stack is a
localization system for building the map (Fig. 3), while
nav_core containing the local planner and global planner
is responsible for linking them to achieve the nav goal
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and deal with complex planning problem. The odometry
publishes the Odom topics and the nav_core will take the
velocity data from cmd_vel topic and assure the robot
reproduces these velocities.
The global planner and local planner: The global
planner takes the current position of the robot and the
desired goal to generate the shortest path for robot
navigation considered the obstacles from the static map.
However, the actual path that the robot is that of the local
planner, it can be considered the controller implements
more tasks. The local planner incorporates current
sensors readings to generate avoidance strategies for
dynamic obstacles and creates the trajectories to follow
the global path.
There are several types of available local planners,
including the base local planner [13], the elastic band [14]
and the time elastic band (TEB) [15]. In this paper, the
selected method for local planning is Time Elastic Bands
that consists of deforming the initial global plan based on
the kinetic model of the Omni robot and generating the
local path based on the dynamic obstacle in the global
map.
The pose of the Omni robot is defined in the above
section is q   x

y   . The TEB local planer requires
T

the velocity and acceleration of the Omni robot, the
security distance of the obstacles and the kinematic and
dynamic constraints of the Omni robot that generates a
set of commands for the velocity vi and the angular
velocity i of each wheel as cmdi  vi

wi 

T

.

The costmap: The global costmap and local costmap
are the topics containing the information about the
obstacle and the path built for robot navigate. The
costmap will be updated by using sensor data to maintain
the information about the obstacle in the world, in which,
the global costmap represents the whole environment
while the local costmap is a scrolling window that is
attached to the current position of robot and moves in the
global costmap.
The global costmap displays data in a wide range
which could be the whole or almost map. This costmap
could be defined as the static map or the sliding window
based on the purpose of map generation or robot
navigation. By using the map generated by SLAM in the
previous section, all the static obstacles of the
environment are identified with the layer plugin.
Moreover, in the navigation process of the robot, the
unknown obstacles also recognized by the sensor data
and additionally added to the map. To achieve the smooth
movement and improve the navigation performance of
the robot, in global costmap file, there are three layers
would be declared:
 Static map: contains information about all the
static obstacles and landmarks
 Obstacle: contains unknown obstacles data
 Inflation: is used to compute the secure radius
around the obstacles to prevent robot colides them
On the other hand, the local costmap contains the
parameters which affect the local planner to calculate the
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control signal for the robot controller. In almost
circumstances, this map plays the role as a dynamic
sliding window following the robot, and identifies all the
unknown obstacles as well as the dynamic obstacles
which are not determined in the generated map.
Furthermore, the information is used to directly generate
the control signal to help the robot not only avoid the
obstacles but also track to the global path generated by
the global planner.
IV.

SIMULATION RESULT

In order to evaluate the capability of the mobile robot,
some tasks are performed in simulations by designing a
robot simulator as well as an actual robotic platform.
A. The Omnidirectional Robot Model
The hardware architecture of the Omni robot is
presented in Fig. 4, in which each module will perform
some tasks in the Omni robot’s operation.

In the experiments, we implement some tasks in the
Omni robot’s operation on a Jetson-TX2 which supports
Ubuntu. The embedded computer Jetson-TX2 directly
processes information from a series of sensors including
Astra camera, Lidar, and then transmit the command to a
microcontroller. For capturing images from environment
as well as measuring the distance between Omni robot
and unknown obstacle, the Omni robot is equipped with
Astra camera and RPLidar, in which, the Astra camera as
the robot’s eye comprises of RGB camera and depth
camera while the RPLidar can perform 360-degree and
the laser scanning range within 12m that produces map
data used for mapping process. The STM32F103C8T6
control circuit will be the part that receives the control
signal from Jetson TX2 and then directs the signal to the
MOSFET bridge circuit to operate four motors.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrate the robot model in Rviz and
Gazebo.
The robot model is constructed using the URDF
package, the Astra camera and the RPLidar are placed on
the top of the robot and the Omni wheels are designed
with some rollers arranged around the perimeter of the
wheel. The RPLidar is installed on the roof of the
platform in order to perform the Slam task for building a
map.
B. Simulation Results
In this section, some simulations are conducted based
on the powerful tool Gazebo. The visualization is
performed by using Rviz to obtain the results (Fig. 7).

Figure 4. The components of the Omni robot.

Figure 7. Slam vizualization in Rviz.
Figure 5. Robot model in Rviz.

Figure 8. Visual map construction in Gazebo.
Figure 6. Robot model in Gazebo.
© 2020 Int. J. Mech. Eng. Rob. Res
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Fig. 8 shows the map built on Gazebo, the created map
has strict walls and the Omni robot is controlled to move
around the environment to obtain the necessary data
which would be used to construct the map. The red lines
are the laser scan signal generated from RPLidar and the
current position of the robot is updated by using the
odometry measurements.

Figure 9. The generated map in Rviz.

In Fig. 9, the virtual map is exactly built and visualized
in Rviz that is very similar to the created environment in
Gazebo. After the map of the working area was generated
by Gmapping package, the starting position of the Omni
robot is determined on that map by utilizing a
combination of the AMCL package and the odometry
information.
Fig. 10 shows a fully autonomous navigation system,
the path planning will determine the route for the Omni
robot to follow in order to reach the desired final
destination position.

The global planner is used to generate the shortest path
to the goal, which is represented by the red line. Once a
global plan has been generated, the local planner
translates this path into velocity commands for the robot's
motors.
Fig. 11 shows the environment with the detection of
the obstacles which are the wall stricts in Gazebo. When
the movement starts, the sensors update the local grid
maps with the new obstacles in the field of view, the
costmap uses the laser sensor information to create a local
costmap in front of the Omni robot. The local planner
publishes the local plan with a configurable lookahead
distance and modifies the local path based on this
distance, the selected lookahead distance is 0.5m. The
local path generated by the local planner defined as a
green line while the red line shows the global path of the
robot’s operation. As can be seen the Fig. 11, after
avoiding the obstacle, the Omni robot can follow
perfectly the desired path in a short time and move to the
goal destination.
C. Practical Results
Fig. 12 shows the environment used for the practical
test.

Figure 12. The practical environment.

Fig. 13 illustrates the navigation results when
combining 2 sensors RPLidar and Astra camera on the
real robotics platform.

Figure 10. Navigation for Omni robot.

Figure 13. Navigation for Omni robot in practical map.

Figure 11. The obstacle avoidance.

© 2020 Int. J. Mech. Eng. Rob. Res

In this experiment, the robot shows the good
performance of tracking the path generated by global
planner and avoiding the obstacle that is a dynamic
obstacle or a static obstacle which are not on the global
map. Outer edges of the walls and people are successfully
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recognized by the laser scanner and marked with the
black dots and the lines shown in Fig. 13.

[7]
[8]

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the construction of the fourwheeled Omnidirectional mobile robot. It shows the good
efficient of Slam using Gmapping stack for building the
2D map. This paper also performs successfully the path
planning for the Omnidirectional robot under the effect of
both the static obstacle and the unknown dynamic
obstacle due to the continuous update of the local path in
the simulation and realistic environment. The tasks are
based on the data generated from the 3D Astra camera
and RPLidar. The robot hardware is also built to facilitate
the integration of peripherals based on ROS. s. Moreover,
the robot’s operation could be monitored through the
visualization tool.
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